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Invited to explore the 

new Crystal Skye Private Jet
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Last week at McCarran Airport in Las Vegas, I was invited to tour the Crystal
Skye, the newest entrant in private jet journeys. The exquisitely outfitted Boeing 777-
200LR is the largest and most spacious luxury tour jet. Available for private charter on
customized global itineraries. 

With a spacious design for up to 86 guests, Crystal Skye is appointed with features rarely
found in even the most luxurious private jets. She has the highest crew to passenger ratio
of any twin-aisle aircraft and a non-stop range of 19.5 hours, allowing travelers to explore
the far reaches of the earth while enjoying the personalized service for which Crystal is
renowned worldwide. Bespoke Crystal Exclusive Class™ seats are designed for maximum
personal space and ergonomic comfort, and convert to 180-degree lie-flat beds. The
expansive social lounge with stand-up bar fosters friendly camaraderie among luxury
travelers. Cuisine will be prepared by an executive chef, in two state-of-the-art galleys and
paired with an elegant premium wine list from the Crystal SkyeCellar. 
Featuring exclusive features such as a 24-seat lounge with a central bar, sofas, custom
coved ceilings, the largest wine cellar in the sky and ample space to socialize. Stone
veneers, colored LED lighting and other premium details adorn the extraordinary interior. 
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Clockwise: Invitation to tour the Crystal Skye; a Crystal Skye hostess; the spacious cabin; the
lounge and snack area; Claudia seated, relaxing and dreaming...

What can be said about Private Jet Journeys? 
Enthralling? Certainly. Enticing? Definitely. Extravagant? Possibly. Exceptional?
Undoubtedly.  

Expensive? Not for the value. Allow your dreams to come true. Luxury private jet tours are
one of the most memorable ways to see the world and can be life changing. 

Not ready to charter the Crystal Skye? There are other spectacular private jet journeys with
around the world and shorter regional itineraries. Lakani World Tours,Abercrombie and
Kent and Four Seasons are a few I recommend.   
Many of my clients use these trips as a general overview of world highlights to pinpoint
destinations where they might like to return for a lengthier stay.

I urge you to take a look. 

Click here to view the current private jet journeys and there
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itineraries. 

I would be pleased to work with you to make your jet tour dream become a reality. 

 
239 325-5040 
www.NaplesLuxuryTravel.com
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